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Abstract.
Humans are intrinsically motivated to learn. Such motivation is necessary to be a human-like learner, and helpful for any learning system designed to achieve general intelligence. We discuss the limited existing computational work in this area, and link them to known and theorized properties of the dopamine system. The relatively well-understood mechanisms by which dopamine release signals unpredicted reward can also serve to signal new learning. Dopamine release leads to maintenance of current representations, which serves to “lock” attention onto topics or tasks in which useful learning is occurring. We thus propose a novel but natural extension of known aspects of dopamine function to perform self-directed learning of arbitrary self-defined tasks. If this hypothesis is correct, detailed experimental evidence on dopamine function can help guide computational research into human-like learning systems.
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Introduction

Children play not to learn but because play is fun. They play with things and in ways they find interesting, and cease once they become boring. Evolution, on the other hand, has designed children not to have fun, but to learn. Their pattern of play reflects an evolved tendency toward maximizing learning opportunities. Understanding our ability to efficiently self-direct learning is likely to be crucial for understanding and reproducing human intelligence.

Building a biologically inspired cognitive architecture (BICA) is intended to capitalize on the only example of a generally intelligent system we have available: the human brain. Similarly, there is only one example of a training set that produces general intelligence: that selected by the human learner from its natural environment. Designing a BICA as a human-like learner serves not only to make that agent more accessible to humans, but follows the only known working path to general intelligence.

While the dopamine system has been previously hypothesized to play a role in self-directed learning, we propose a more specific and sophisticated relation
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Dopamine release leads to increased maintenance of or “thinking about” this topic, and therefore further practice of partly mastered skills.

Figure 1. Self directed learning as an outcome of dopamine system function. The dopamine system’s known property of signaling only unpredicted rewards could allow it to signal activities which are neither too easy nor too difficult for the learner’s current abilities. An excitatory system learns “optimistically” to respond when reward is possible, while an inhibitory system learns more slowly or “pessimistically” when reward is likely. Dopamine release is approximately the difference in activation of the two systems. The phasic release of dopamine then serves to “lock” attention to the current topic, encouraging focused practice on tasks where success is possible but not certain.

between DA release and attentive learning. We work from the hypothesis that success at any physical or mental task acts as a reward, and show how known dopamine system mechanisms should then produce self-directed learning behavior much like, but importantly different from, existing computational approaches (Figure 1). We show how not only the antecedents but the consequences of DA release suit the dopamine system for a crucial role in self-directed learning.

1. Dopamine function and self-directed learning

The best developed current theory of self-directed learning (or “intrinsic motivation”) proposes a heuristic of increasing predictability [1]. This principle, dubbed Intelligent Adaptive Curiosity (IAC), directs the learner toward activities in which it is currently on a steep part of a learning curve. In essence, the system predicts the outcomes of its actions, and keeps a record of the quality of those predictions. Domains in which predictions have recently improved are probably those in which significant learning has occurred. The system therefore chooses action domains stochastically but based on that metric.

Success at arbitrary laboratory tasks seems to act as a reward and trigger dopamine release in humans [2]. This could result from an innate reward signal from successful prediction, from success being strongly predictive of primary rewards (one intriguing hypothesis is that humans find positive regard from other humans intrinsically rewarding [3]), or for other reasons. Here we remain agnostic.
on the particular underlying cause, and focus on the consequences of the general hypothesis.

If success at a self-defined task results in a reward signal, the dopamine system appears to have the right properties for producing something similar to the IAC algorithm described above. The relatively well understood mechanisms by which dopamine directs learning and memory toward reward and reward-predictive events may also serve to direct attention toward tasks and topics for which learning is currently happening rapidly. We first discuss how DA acts to direct learning toward unpredicted reward predictors, then show how that function can generalize to self-direct learning on arbitrary sensorimotor or cognitive tasks.

2. Dopamine release directs learning to unpredicted reward predictors

Expected rewards are “discounted” by the dopamine signal; after sufficient learning, a predictable reward causes little to no DA release. The Temporal Differences (TD) algorithm [4] has been widely used to model this effect. Physiologically, the absence of DA release for a well-predicted reward probably results from an active cancellation (evidence reviewed in [5,6]). An excitatory system pushes for DA release and learns quickly, while an inhibitory system learns more slowly (or conservatively - the role of uncertainty in guiding behavior [8] is an important one that we do not address here). The overall result is that, early in learning, a predictable reward causes phasic DA release; later in learning, that release is canceled by the slower-learning inhibitory system (as illustrated in Figure 1).

After sufficient learning, phasic DA release is instead triggered by the stimulus that predicts the upcoming reward. In classical experiments, a light or tone that reliably signals an upcoming food reward will trigger dopamine release after sufficient learning. Dopamine thus signals newly predicted rewards, while remaining silent for rewards that have been previously predicted.

Phasic DA release enhances learning. For instance, playing a tone just before inducing a phasic DA release dramatically increases the area of cortex in which neurons respond to that tone in the future [9]. The combination of signaling new reward predictions and directing learning allows the dopamine signal as currently understood to perform a relatively weak type of self-directed learning, as outlined below.

This attentional focus causes the organism to learn about events immediately preceding reward; e.g., an infant learns which motor commands scoop applesauce into its mouth, producing a primary reward of nourishing sugar. But this focus on the moment of reward becomes counterproductive. Once those motor commands are mastered, it becomes useful to learn about the conditions surrounding the predictor of reward (in this case, the jar of applesauce). As the success of those motor movements becomes predictable, the dopamine spike at the moment of reward is cancelled by the inhibitory component of the system. At the same time, any stimulus that reliably predicts reward (in the example, the applesauce jar) starts to produce phasic DA release. This moves the focus of learning toward the next step in the causal chain. The infant now learns to reach or ask for the applesauce jar.
While the TD algorithm has worked well to explain how similar chains of learning are performed in laboratory tasks, its reliance on temporal rather than semantically associative chaining limits its applicability to rich and varying environments. Brain mechanisms for a similar, but more general algorithm (one that chains semantically rather than only temporally) are reviewed in [6].

In sum, the DA signal is thought to provide a simple form of self-directed learning that enhances learning to important (reward-predicting) events. The DA system may also have been co-opted by evolution to produce a more flexible and powerful form of self-directed learning, as discussed below.

3. **How the DA system can signal opportunities for learning**

Our main novel proposal is that the same set of mechanisms described above could act to direct attention toward activities for which average success has recently become greater – those which are being learned rapidly. In the better-researched case of laboratory tasks and rewards, attention is directed toward predictors of reward that are themselves poorly predicted (e.g., the unexpected appearance of an applesauce jar). Supposing that self-defined success at any task acts as a reward has interesting consequences.

We deliberately use a very general supposition: some close correlate of successful performance (e.g., accurate prediction) acts as a reward from the perspective of the DA system. For instance, when an infant successfully places one block atop another, its reward circuits fire. Treating an arbitrary happening or concept as a reward could be crucial for human cognition [7], allowing us to work toward abstract concepts like “money” and “trustworthiness” as well as concrete rewards like food and shelter. Successful performance of an arbitrary task is one such reward-substitute with particularly important consequences.

If success counts as a reward, the reward discounting properties of the DA system become useful in directing learning toward new successes. When successful skill execution is fully predictable, as in a task that’s been mastered, the same circuits that cancel DA release for physical rewards, cancel that for successful prediction. Thus frequent phasic DA release indicates a task that’s sometimes successful but not yet mastered. Thus the DA system directs learning toward new tasks, exactly as it directs learning toward new steps in a causal chain leading to physical reward.

4. **How dopamine release can direct learning**

There is a second important reason to favor dopamine release as a mechanism for self-directed learning. Not only does the DA system have the right properties to signal a useful learning opportunity, but DA will direct attention and therefore learning to whatever is happening when it’s released. Dopamine has a relatively well understood role in working memory (reviewed in [10]). Working memory function is also thought to be central to cognitive control [11,12].

In essence, sustained firing of neurons in prefrontal cortex and elsewhere is thought to be the basis of working memory. In the terms of the biased competi-
tion model [13], working memory representations are strategically maintained biases that direct attention toward appropriate items. These maintained representations can also act to direct attention toward topics, tasks, or stimulus-response mappings by acting as one constraint in a brain-wide constraint satisfaction [14].

Phasic dopamine release and tonic dopamine levels (resulting from frequent recent phasic releases) both play a role in working memory maintenance. At normal levels, increased tonic dopamine levels in cortex increase the maintenance of information [15]. Phasic dopamine release also biases the striatum toward “Go” over “NoGo” decisions, one likely consequence of which is the maintenance of information currently represented in associated regions of prefrontal cortex [16].

Both of these factors make dopamine release tend to “lock” the current topic of thought in mind. If a hungry animal sees food that’s not immediately obtainable, it will tend to keep maintaining that representation, and so guide its behavior toward obtaining it. Similarly, if a child performs above its predictions at a particular block-stacking task, it will tend to keep thinking about it and so performing similar tasks until they become too predictably successful (or unsuccessful).

5. Summary and Conclusions

The logic above describes how humans may have adapted the evolutionarily old dopamine system to enhance general learning. The system evolved to direct learning toward progressive events in a causal chain leading to reward. The same basic mechanisms can direct learning toward learning itself with the simple adaptation of making successful prediction (or any other correlate of successful learning) rewarding in itself. The system is also ideally suited for the task of self-directed learning because dopamine release in itself serves to “lock” attention on the item, task, or concept currently being attended to or represented. Because both the causes and effects of dopamine release are so well suited to usefully directing learning toward optimal areas, it is likely that the dopamine system plays a crucial role in this important human adaptation.

This hypothesis is compatible with the approach of Huang and Weng [17]. The dopamine system is not only well known to signal reward, but seems to also signal punishment and novelty, the three components they suggest are the minimum for an effective self-directed learning system.

Other aspects of human self-directed learning deserve attention as well. For instance, there are likely biases in the self-direction of learning that prevent people from searching behavior-space at random. Infants may be biased toward making motor actions and sounds (“babbling”) that may pre-train systems for the more deliberate tasks discussed here. Imitation likely provides an important constraint guiding learners to useful parts of behavior-space.

Further understanding the function of dopamine and other neuromodulatory systems (e.g., norepinephrin [8]) will help us understand how the human brain usefully directs its own learning. This will in turn allow us to design more human-like and more effective learners. Humans’ poorly understood ability to select our own tasks and learning examples may well be a crucial ingredient in our still-unique ability to arrive at a rich understanding of our world.
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